SSD CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) PROTOCOLS
Haga clic aquí para español

Definition of Exposure:
Fewer than 6 feet away for more than 15 cumulative minutes during a 24-hour period to a positive case during the infectious period. An individual's infectious period
is the 2 days prior to his/her test or first symptoms, until no longer showing symptoms or 10 days after their positive test.
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Inform your campus front office by phone
during office hours or email
EEE: eeecovid19@sheridanschools.org
EEI: eeicovid19@sheridanschools.org
EEM: eemcovid19@sheridanschools.org
SES: sescovid19@sheridanschools.org
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ALC: alccovid19@sheridanschools.org

Begin 14-day quarantine
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Note: This flyer was
developed based on
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work after
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.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE: When SSD becomes aware of a positive case, we will immediately contact the health department and will ensure all staff and
students who are identified as a probable close contact are appropriately notified in accordance with health department guidelines and privacy laws.
Probable close contacts will be contacted by phone and directed to begin the 14-day quarantine. Should a closure become necessary for a large cohort of
students (e.g. pod, grade, entire campus) to slow the spread of COVID-19, families will be notified by text through the SSD text messaging system.

